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We’re going to have a discussion today and it’s going to revolve around the accuracy and intent 
of the Word of God. Most of you should know the Word of God; capital W, capital G, is a 
compilation of inspired words and patterns. Those are gifts to the Called of Father to gain 
understanding and wisdom in our journey to perfection during this timeline of the Second 
Marriage Covenant (SMC) scriptures. That’s as simple as I can put it. The Word of God is of 
utmost importance to our spiritual health and vitality in this age of deceits and evil abounding. 
It should come as no surprise that our adversary the devil has been allowed to use it to direct 
those called by Father onto a way that is not designed for the Bride to follow. Those inspired 
words are written in Hebrew, Chaldean, and Greek. Of course, some people will refer to the 
Chaldean as Aramaic, it’s basically the same language in many respects. Aramaic technically is 
of the Chaldean language, with its little offshoots and everything else that in turn makes it 
Aramaic. So are other Semitic languages as well. But you’ll find more Chaldean in the Bible than 
you will find actual Aramaic. That’s why Strong’s Concordance tells us that it’s the Hebrew, 
Chaldean and Greek concordance. That is the limit of what we will have to say on that subject 
for there is a little “c” Christian camp which tries to tell us the inspired words were actually 
written in Aramaic. To spend time addressing that would be tripping into one of Satan’s detours 
and distractions. 

Now please listen to this statement: what you read in your King James, your New King James, 
your NIV, or any of the other popular English based Protestant Bibles that are out there today, 
are translations of men; they are not the Inspired Words of God. Please, everybody get that 
straight. They are translations which were written and decided upon what words would be used 
under very strict political and theological duress at that time. I have been trying to bring that 
across too many for over 3 decades now. I’ve been talking about how important words are and 
how the words that we read in scripture, in the Protestant translations, are not the Inspired 
Words of God. Once we come to that understanding, and once we accept that, then it opens up 
such a huge frontier for us to grow in favor, acceptance, and knowledge, or as the Protestant 
Translators coin the Hebrew and Greek words used for it: “grace.” Once again, these 
translations for the most part are words decided on by Protestant Translators who chose their 
definitions as to which word to replace the Inspired Words of God with by sifting them through 
their religious and political filter and assigning an appropriate English word suiting that 
Protestant filter which was governed by the king and the political/religious elites of that day. 

Just look at what the religious filter of the Protestants produces: the trinity, christmas, easter, 
going to heaven when you die, burning for eternity in hell, etc. Those are just a few of their 
doctrines that are in their religious filter that they use to filter the Inspired Words of God 
through which do not exist anywhere in the Bible. Then there are the political filters as well. 
Thus, their translations become the impaired word of God and the only way that we’re able to 
maneuver through them in this deception that has been put upon the entire world, is to use the 
tools we’ve been gifted with, starting with #1 the spirit of God 1 Corinthians 2:10-12, and then 
the physical “tools” that we’ve been given. Once we understand patterns, and we then read a 
translation that is out of context produced by the Protestant Translators, be it a couple of 
words, be it several sentences, we are alerted to the fact something is wrong. 
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The spirit in us says; whoa, wait a minute here, that’s not part of the pattern, as everything is 
patterned in scripture after the Plan of Salvation. That is the focus we are to have. That’s what 
is before our eyes all the time because it teaches us about the past, about the present, and 
about the future. Thus, it is our filter, for Christ says I am the same yesterday, today and 
forever. In other words, the First Marriage Covenant terms and conditions, the Second 
Marriage Covenant terms and conditions and forever as in the Kingdom. He’s the same. What 
does He mean by that? 

It is a warning, more than a reassurance! 

Why? 

Because Satan, our adversary, has used the 1611 Protestant translation of the inspired Greek 
and Hebrew words to deceive the entirety of the little “c” Christian world. The latest figures tell 
us some 2.38 billion people practice a form of Christianity today. It is also being used to dumb 
down and turn those being called by Father unto Christ to take a wrong turn in their journey. 

Have you never asked yourself why does Revelation 12:9 say what it does with so many being 
enlightened to the KJV of the Bible exposing the darkness of the devil and his ways? 

Revelation 12:9 And was cast the dragon great, the serpent of old, being called the Devil 
and Satan the one deceiving the habitable world whole, was cast onto the earth, and the 
angels of him, with him were cast. 

That is an actual Greek translation into English, without the English grammar. Once again, the 
point is how can the whole inhabited world be deceived by the devil under such circumstances, 
that is, billions being aware of his evil devises: lying wonders, strong delusions, and thus false 
doctrines? Paul elaborates on its composition and effects in 2 Corinthians 11:14-15. He 
instructs us that satan transforms himself into an angel of light and that it should come as no 
surprise that he has hordes of minions who do the same thing. Talk about deceptive powers. 

It’s so simple, the treacherous and impaired Protestant Translated Bible can be found in every 
country on the face of the earth and written in almost every language and dialect in them. 
Bingo! 1+1=2. It is the greatest false witness of this age. It is used to give a semblance of the 
truth with slickly devised words to get us to err. A perfect example of how he does this is found 
in the epic battle between him and our Savior when Christ had been weakened in the flesh by 
fasting for 40 days and nights. It is written about in Matthew 4:1-10. Slick Willy (satan) cuts to 
the chase in verses 5-6. He misquotes and takes out of context what had been written during 
the First Marriage Covenant scriptures to appeal to Christ’s vanity in this weakened state. Just 
imagine if Christ had have fallen for that tactic and ever-present devise of the devil. Our Savior 
would have committed self-murder by throwing Himself off of the Temple peak. It’s that 
simple, He would have failed to qualify to be our Savior for he would have broken the 6th 
commandment of Father’s Household rules. 
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That is why the Protestant translated, satan inspired translation of the 9th commandment says: 
“Thou shalt not lie.” It is just one of many, many false witnesses in their Bible which is used to 
deceive the whole Christian world and cause them to err. Today we are only dealing with one of 
the many, the 9th commandment, to illustrate the depth of satan’s lying wonders entrenched in 
what calls itself Christianity. 

You can’t make this stuff up folks! The entirety of the little “c” Christian world is deceived 
through it. Only those called of Father, and chosen by Christ, can overcome it and remain 
faithful to the both of Them until the end. Every one of the 7 churches received instructions to 
overcome and then be granted the promise of this age, in the Timeline of the Plan of Salvation. 

Have you ever taken the time to research how the 1611 Protestant translations called the King 
James Bible came about? 

There are many very well written articles describing in detail the politics, theology, and intrigue 
of its creation. One of them can be found on the Christianity.com website. 
https://www.christianity.com/church/church-history/timeline/1601-1700/story-behind-king-
james-bible-11630052.html 

In brief the new English King James, who was actually Scottish politically, convened what is 
known as “The Hampton Court Conference” and it was rigged to have a preconceived outcome 
from the start. Satan used it to put the finishing touches of lying wonders on little “c” 
Christianity which he had codified at the Council of Nicaea in 325 A.D. under King Constantine. 
If you are not familiar with the underpinnings of that council; that is where the keeping of the 
7th Day Sabbath was forbidden and replaced with the worship of a false god on the first day of 
the week: Sunday. Many other filthy practices were imbedded in the little “c” Christian world of 
that time which were never practiced by Christ, or any of the apostles, or their true followers. 

If you do not know these things, you have a lot of catching up to do. 

This is one of the reasons we purchased a Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance back in the ‘80s. We 
would listen to others tell us what things said and meant, and thus, what to believe from an 
organization of men we fellowshipped with. We would hear them speak about their doctrines, 
but we were not jumping on that band wagon. Basically, it wasn’t fitting a pattern that we had 
already established by going to the Inspired Words of God in the Greek and Hebrew. We had 
tried to get people to do that same thing back then. However, not many ears to hear, which is 
an irony when listening to the following quote from the previously mentioned article above. 

Story Behind King James Bible:  Consider how preposterous it was to have a team of 
elite scholars writing for a largely illiterate public. We can only stand back in amazement 
at their achievement. Think how ludicrous the translation mandate was. It called for a 
product commissioned to reinforce a clear-cut royal political agenda, to be done by elite 
scholarly committees, reviewed by a self-serving bureaucracy, with ultimate approval 
reserved to an absolutist monarch. The final product was intended primarily for public 
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and popular consumption. It was to be read orally -- intended more to be heard in public 
than to be read in private. 

The apostle Paul emphasized the fact that we were not to let anyone come between us and 
Christ our Husband like Eve did with Adam. We are to listen to His words and not allow another 
to change them up or rearrange them to form a different outcome. Look what he tells the 
Corinthian Church and thus us: 

2 Corinthians 11:3  But I fear lest by any means, as the serpent deceived Eve in his 
craftiness so your thoughts should be corrupted from the purity which is due Christ. 

That is exactly what the KJ Bible translations do to those who lazily accept them as the Inspired 
Word of God. We have been given the necessary tools here at the end of the age, the close out 
of the qualifying time period of the Bride of Christ, the Second Eve, who will be the Eternal 
Helpmate in Father’s Household to diligently prove what the Word of God truly says. If a 
doctrine does not harmonize with the pattern of the Plan of Salvation, discard it in the waste 
basket. 

We sure hope everyone has a Strong’s Concordance. We have all kinds of other books as well, 
but it shines above them all. We also use Vine’s and a few others. We have encyclopedias which 
are all valuable in their own right, but Strong’s is a priceless tool to us because of the humility 
of the man and his simple way of focusing on the actual intent of the words used. It isn’t a 
whole bunch of men doing their translations under the duress of political and religious 
pressures. It’s him based on how he was being used. Even though he was Protestant, he doesn’t 
use the Protestant religious filter of his day to qualify what English words he used to describe 
the Hebrew or Greek text. He uses just his linguistic skills. That’s why when you look in Strong’s 
you’ll see him give an explanation of the word first and then he tells us where is comes from as 
in such and such a word, etc. He’ll tell us whether a word is a root word or not (and we’ll get 
into that a little bit later) because people don’t understand what a root word is and how they 
are used in languages anymore and thus in the Bible as well. Very, very important! If you stick 
with this article, you’ll see the explanation of specific words and then how they’re translated by 
Protestant Translators in the Protestant Bibles in respect to the 9th commandment. That’s not 
saying that is what Strong thinks the word means. He already did that to start with in his 
explanation. The words which follow after his explanation of the meaning are the words the 
Protestant Translators used for their translations in English. He’s telling us how to look up that 
word based on how they, the Protestant Translators, translated it. 

For instance, if it says Elohim, they may translate that as God. They also translate Elohim as 
Lord. They also translate it as another bunch of things even though that’s not what the Hebrew 
means. 

Point in question. When Elohim is translated in the context of a pagan deity, they correctly 
write gods, plural. But when referring to the actual Elohim which is plural, they subject it to 
their Protestant doctrinal and political filters and make it singular after the error of Judaism. 
pleasing King James, thus translating it into English as singular, God. No kingly pressure eh. 
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As far as books go the Bible is #1, then or next comes Strong’s and after that is our JP Green, Sr. 
Interlinear Bible. These are our chief tools. Many of you know what the JP Green, Sr. bible is. If 
you don’t, it’s a Bible that has the verses in the original Hebrew text with the Hebrew grammar 
as it was written. The same for the Greek too. It will have his translation next to it, and over the 
top of each Hebrew word or Greek word the Strong’s number. Whichever of the Covenant 
scriptures you’re in, it gives or provides you a Strong’s identifying number to simplify your task. 
On occasion, there’s one that’s wrong, but when you look at these things and how small 
everything is and how expansive this is, you can see where they can make a mistake with their 
typeset, etc. inserting a wrong number. You have to be able to pick that up and then go back to 
the main part of Strong’s that tells you what the real number is and write that in over the top of 
what JP Green’s had in there. I’ve only found that type of mistake in there a couple of times, 
not very many. However, there are people who would use that to say; oh, wow, look at that, 
can’t use that it is mistake prone. 

We use that book a lot of the time and a lot of you guys do too. When you use that and look at 
the Protestant translations in your King James or New King James and then you compare it to 
the translation from JP. Green, Sr., you notice immediately that his sometimes varies greatly, 
not only in the words that he translates in English, but in the actual grammar, the structure of 
the sentence. Then, if you take your Protestant translation and you put it against what’s 
written; the words as they were actually recorded and saved for us, then you’ll say to yourself, 
that’s way different. They changed it and that makes it mean something else even though at 
times they have some accurate English words, but usually in subject matter not affecting their 
doctrines. Also because of the way they put in their commas, their semi colons; etc., they 
change things based on what the grammar in the Inspired Word says! 

It’s a lot of work to be called by Father at this time, to live up to the responsibility we each have 
individually because we are all supposed to do our own work to feed ourselves. It is a big part 
of our toiling for our own Salvation as Paul details for us in Philippians 2:12. So, if your Strong’s 
Concordance has been sitting on your bookshelf collecting dust, please dust it off at the very 
least. Please start studying with it when you go through and read the words used in your Bible. 
If you don’t have an interlinear, it’s harder because the interlinear tells us what word is actually 
there. You will have to go back into Strong’s Concordance then and see what the Protestant 
translated word was in that verse and then follow the numbering code to see what the actual 
Greek or Hebrew word means. Again, to some of you guys this is just old hat but even if it’s old 
hat maybe you’ve been a little sleepy lately. It happens to us all. Maybe you haven’t been 
putting what you have been gifted with to the test. We can’t draw back at any time from that 
type of study, we just can’t. Not only because it is important to ourselves, but it’s also 
important to everybody else around us. We are commanded to be able to give a response; an 
answer or defense for the hope that is in us. We can’t say to them; oh, I have to go back and 
look that up, I have to find my Bible and I will get back to you later.  Remember, practice makes 
perfect. That’s a responsibility each one of us has been tasked with as the Bride-to-be; being 
able to assist others to get to that point also. Helping them to step up to the table and feed 
themselves, dining one on one with Christ. 
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So, those are the two tools that we use in our tool pouch as carpenters building a pattern of 
truth and the faithful Bride preparing a healthy meal in the scriptures, the Word of God. Those 
are the two physical tools that we use primarily, Strong’s and JP Green, Sr. 

Today we are going to use these 2 books to demonstrate how the Protestant translations have 
been used to confuse, and outright deceive people who choose to regard those Bible 
translations as the Inspired Words of God. That is a major error. 

A particular scripture in Revelation has been recently brought up in regard to the 9th 
commandment and we’ll get to that scripture here as well, but it does not mean what it was 
purported to say. That’s really simple to prove by the Plan of Salvation, the patterns of it, and 
also by the Greek word that is used. 

What we’re going to do to see the error of translation used by the KJ Bible translators is start 
with the Hebrew section of it. Let’s start with the word #3576 in Strong’s: Kazab. He says of it; 
a prime root, which is very important, and he says it means only 1 thing: to lie both literally or 
figuratively. So, if something is talking about lying in the Bible in the Hebrew language it will 
have this word being used, or a word with this as its root being used. That’s it! Kazab means 
one thing. It means to lie. As the root word for lie in Hebrew, all other words directly 
expressing lie or lying come from it in one way or another. That’s the purpose of a root word. 
Those that come from it are derivatives of it. That’s a simple fact assigned to different 
languages. The root word starts the pattern of associations stemming from it by adding prefixes 
and suffixes. 

I personally was blessed in one particular way growing up and I had no idea at the time of the 
importance of this blessing while being educated in the Catholic school system in St. Catharine’s 
Ontario. The powers that be, called it the Parochial School System, but in fact it was Catholic; 
nuns, priests and all the trappings. There was provincial funding for it all through elementary 
school at that time. Then there was what was called the Protestant School System which had 
the designation as the Public School System. At that time, we were raised as Catholic or 
Protestant and either English or French. There was a tremendous amount of conflict between 
the respective parties. 

However, I was actually taught grammar in the Catholic School System. They shoved grammar 
at us constantly from when we first entered Kindergarten. They would start with words and 
everything else associated with them. So, I was blessed with a really good foundation in that. 
When I came to the States it was absolutely stunning what passed off as correct grammar to 
me. I couldn’t believe it when I started in college here. It was just shocking and I’m not trying to 
run it down, I’m just saying that was the accepted norm for education here. And, of course, look 
where it’s gone to now; cat is rat, rat is brat, you know the routine, it’s just ridiculous. Two and 
two is five; oh, good work Johnny with your magic math. I will give you 3 out of 5 points for 
your effort. What an abomination! But we can’t carry that abomination over into the Word of 
God and we shouldn’t let anyone else do that either in an attempt to get us to ingest it.  
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Unfortunately, those simple truths have been violated by the Protestant Translators in their 
zeal to make the Inspired Word of God reflect their religious understandings and desires. Let’s 
look at just one of the many examples of this when it comes to punctuation. The NKJ Bible 
translates Luke 23:43 using their Protestant theological filter to reflect their fairytale doctrine 
that when one dies, they either go directly to heaven or directly to hell. That is not found 
anywhere in the Bible. The scriptural pattern on the subject, as well as the Plan of Salvation 
tells us that is 180 degrees opposite of the truth. 

Luke 23:43  And Jesus said to him, assuredly, I say to you, today you will be with me in 
Paradise. 

Just look at what the placing of a little tiny comma can do in undermining the truth of the 
Inspired Word of God. With the placing of the comma after “you” it is instructing us that Jesus 
told this criminal that he would be in Paradise (which they insist is heaven thus the capital P) 
with Him later that day thus supporting the Protestant Religious doctrine and rejecting the 
truth. Here is how it should be written to express what was actually said and expressed by 
Christ. 

Luke 23:43  And Jesus said to him, assuredly, I say to you today, you will be with Me in 
paradise. 

The comma comes after “today” and not after “you.” Thus, it reflects the accurate Plan of 
Salvation timeline. How do we know this? It’s simple for the scriptures instruct us the only man 
who goes to heaven is the one who came from there. We are told we will inherit the earth in 
the timelines after this current one in which the Bride is being qualified and chosen. Just look at 
the Greek word used which is translated as “paradise.” It is #3857 paradeisos. Strong’s tells us it 
is referring to a park and specifically to “an Eden.” That completely supports the truth found in 
scripture on the subject, for the earth is Eden in scripture, not the domain of the Elohim in the 
3rd heaven. 

The Protestant Translators and follow up editors’ trip over so many truths and patterns of 
scripture it is not funny. That is under the direct influence of the Prince of the Power of the air. 
Oh, yes! Satan has deceived the whole world. Little “c” Christianity hasn’t got a clue. He has 
deceived little “c” through these translations, using the methodology he attempted with Christ, 
and exampled in what the understanding of the root word for lie in Hebrew is. Hopefully, we’ve 
all got this under control. Satan’s methodology of lying wonders and strong delusion distorts 
many, many scriptural passages and thus the real intent of what they are designed to convey to 
us. 

Let’s go to the interlinear translation of the 9th commandment in the Hebrew texts. 

Exodus 20:16  You shall not testify [#6030] a witness [#5707] of falsehood, (not kazab, 
but #8267 sheqer) against your neighbor [#7453]. 
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The first and foremost thing that should jump out at us is where is Kazab, #3576 or any one of 
its derivatives? The root and all its little children that talk about lying, liar, lies, etc. It’s nowhere 
in this commandment as it’s not supposed to be. That’s really important! The Protestant 
Translators under the influence of their mentor, the great deceiver, and the pressure being 
imposed on them by the King and all the political elites of the day, had convinced the little “c” 
Christian world that it says; Thou shalt not lie. That is evil at work and we are going to show you 
that, whether you believe it or not is up to you. We all have to make choices in life, and in our 
calling. 

The Hebrew word which was inspired to be used in this Rule of Father’s Household was heard 
by every one of the Israelites, the Native Israelites, all 12 tribes of them. That’s very important! 
All the other sub-rules, and all the defining aspects of the statutes and judgments came after 
that on the same day but came through Moses because they didn’t want to listen to God’s 
voice any longer. They used the excuse that they would die if they heard it. So why didn’t they 
die when the 10 Commandments were given? Talk about an attitude! 

This Hebrew word that’s inspired here for falsehood is #8267. It is sheqer, whatever way you 
want to pronounce it, Strong’s tells us it means: an untruth through a sham. That’s a very 
specific thing. An untruth through a sham. It comes from a very different root word than that of 
lie, very different! Its root is #8266 shaqar. Remember, that is a root, it has its own defined 
meaning. That’s why it is an inspired word. That’s why Kazab is not inspired to be used in this 
commandment. Strong’s tells us that shaqar is a prime root word meaning to cheat, i.e., be 
untrue in doing so. The Protestant Translators have it as: fail, deal falsely, and lie. The only word 
that they translate correctly into English Bibles associated with it is, deal falsely. 

The difference between these 2 Hebrew words being used here; one representing a lie, and the 
other representing a cheating sham, are as pronounced as the difference between murder and 
killing to the Elohim. That’s why They say, Thou shalt not murder. They don’t say, Thou shalt not 
kill. They commanded Native Israel to kill under some circumstances, didn’t they! All Sabbath 
breakers were to be put to death. I’m sure many more can come to your mind. Again, a lot of 
you guys know this stuff but apparently some of you don’t, be it through being new to it or just 
turning a blind or sleepy eye to it. The reason doesn’t matter, it’s the outcome that does. They 
even commanded Israel at times to kill every man, woman, child, and beast but that’s not 
murder to the Elohim. They define what murder is in the scriptures; the First Marriage 
Covenant scriptures. A lot of times They’ll combine the word for murder and the word for killing 
in the same context. Never forget, when they do that, They are giving us a Statute for Judgment 
and a definition to judge by. The same thing goes for lying; for lie and falsehood. Two different 
root words, 2 different meanings. But there are times when They will combine them into a 
Statute of Judgment. You find those throughout the Proverbs where they should be, not in the 
specific commandments, the Household Rules of Father. 

But the Protestant Translators have created a false and a fake narrative that makes murder and 
killing the same thing through their religious filters of the Inspired Words. How do they do that? 
They can’t just ignore the truth stated in the First Marriage Covenant scriptures. Their 
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theological filter simply says they don’t apply to them any longer. How convenient. They record 
them in their Bible, but they say they’re all null and void. Thus, they teach they’re null and void 
for their convenience because the Hebrew language scriptures describes the difference 
between murder and killing with all the examples of it, a written record, a witness to it, 
evidence for testimony and many other such things. However, it does not fit their religious 
filter, so get rid of it. As a side thought that reminds us of the Catholic doctrine that the Pope is 
the vicar of Christ. That simply means he is in place of Christ and has authority to change 
anything he wants. If you did not know that, now you do. That is mum and her little daughters. 

The Protestant Translators have also done the same thing with the 9th commandment; never 
testify a witness of falsehood in the Greek language scriptures as well. They have rewritten it to 
say; never lie! The Hebrew and Greek words respectively for lie don’t even appear in either of 
these instances. As I said, it is an entirely different root word in both languages with its own 
pattern. So that completely distorts the commandment and it’s standing in the Plan of 
Salvation. Never forget that. That’s what we compare these things to, that’s our filter. 

Just how does that compare to the Plan of Salvation? What’s going on here?  

If the Elohim want to unify the use of both of these words, say in a statute in a certain scripture, 
They do so for a purpose. Put it to the test. It’s always for a Statute of Judgment. What you can 
use and how you use it when in a judgment situation; when judging a person, when judging an 
incident. It’s written out wonderfully in Their Handbook for our use. You can find so many 
instances of that taking place. That’s what we all should be doing so we are not caught 
unawares. But keep in mind when we do have those combined words in a statute, that’s a very 
different thing that’s being taught and the instruction in it. The Elohim are combining 2 root 
word understandings and patterns to assist us in judging. 

For instance, if you bake an apple pie, it’s an apple pie. If you bake a peach pie, it’s a peach pie. 
Combine the two and you don’t have an apple pie any longer or a peach pie any longer, but a 
different pie with a different recipe, and a different look, and a different taste even though it 
has both apple and peach in it. That’s what combining 2 root word understandings would do 
and there’s a purpose for that, but it’s not found in the 9th commandment for a very specific 
reason and purpose. 

There are some people who just wish to follow a false, or fake, or phony narrative and pattern 
devised by the Protestant Translators because it’s easier to do that. The false witnesses to the 
Inspired Word of God are in fact the Protestant Translators. That’s unfortunate, but that’s how 
Satan deceives the whole little “c” Christian world. Have you ever scratched your head saying: 
so how does he deceive the whole world? That’s how! That’s one of several ways in fact. If you 
go along with them that is your choice, just don’t try to tell us that the Inspired Word of the 
Elohim states the 9th commandment says; Thou shalt not lie, because it does not! 

It’s amazing! Do you know some detractors of Christianity try to use the Protestant translation 
of Thou shall not lie against Christ? Some of you may not have known that. They say Christ 
speaking in parables is lying. Now you look up the definition of a lie in an English dictionary and 
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you will see there’s a category that says that can be applied to their claim and you can see why 
some are dumbed down enough to see why they’re doing that. That’s the devil, that’s Satan 
using that. That’s a false testimony, that’s false evidence, that’s phony evidence, that’s fake 
evidence, but all the same its used and believed by some. 

The 9th in fact is all about giving a false testimony as a witness to defame or injure someone in 
the flock of God. We’re going to get to that in a moment. That is why Strong’s says it is a sham 
founded on cheating to thus injure another, to bring injury upon another, be it physical, be it 
defaming them, etc.  

If you go to a dictionary, you’ll see a sham is defined as something; that is not what it is 
purported to be when used as a noun. When used as an adjective, it is something bogus or 
false. When used as a verb, it is used to falsely present something as truth. Meriam Webster 
states: a trick that deludes; cheap falseness and an imitation or counterfeit purporting to be 
genuine. That’s what the Hebrew word means there in the 9th commandment and that covers a 
big scope; past, present, and future. That’s what the 9th commandment is talking about. It is 
forbidden, to be a false witness, or give false testimony, against a fellow member of the 
Household of God. 

This is not talking about the watered-down concept of a neighbor here either. That’s what 
Satan has inspired the Protestant Translators to put into their translations. The Hebrew word 
used here for neighbor is #7453 rêa‛ or rêya‛ whichever you use; the old spelling or the new 
spelling, it’s the same. It means; an associate, a close associate as Vine’s says. Watch how 
close.  Remember we have to follow words. Its root word is: #H7462 râ‛âh. Strong’s says it is a 
prime root meaning to; tend a flock, i.e., pasture it. That is why it is often correctly translated 
into English as brother, companion, fellow, friend, husband, and lover. Some of you guys know 
this stuff because you’ve studied these things. But for you guys who haven’t, are the bells and 
whistles going off yet as to where this is going? This commandment of Father’s Household is 
talking about never giving a false testimony about a close associate in the household, the 
flock of the Elohim, be they a brother, companion, friend, or husband. Fancy that! Christ is all 
4 of these to us the Bride in the timeline of the Plan of Salvation. Imagine that. The Bride called 
of Father. He is our Brother, our Friend, our Companion, and our Husband. What a coincidence, 
right? Of course, this is not a coincidence. Could this be a prophetic warning to Native Israelites 
and in turn to us being grafted in, the Bride of the Second Marriage Covenant? Remember the 
second commandment contains a prophetic promise. Read it in Exodus 20:3-6 to get the full 
instructions on it and not just the limited erroneous view of little “c” Christianity. The prophesy 
is of thousands, not millions, or billions at this time in the Plan of Salvation, thousands; the 
144,000 thousand to be specific. 

Maybe some of you have forgotten that one. We are currently in that part of the timeline when 
a Bride, an eternal helpmate, is being qualified to fill that important function in Fathers 
Household. Only after that will the timeline move on to the next step of accumulating the 
firstborn from that relationship, and after that to the rest of mankind. It’s all in perfect harmony 
and sequence. That is how Creators work, it is all planned out and balanced. 
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We’re going to follow up this possible prophetic warning to Native Israel and to us about giving 
false testimony, testifying a falsehood against a member of the family. And, of course, the 
Protestant Translators have watered that down to use neighbor everywhere across the whole 
landscape of their translations in many instances. That’s not what it’s talking about. Look at the 
relationships that Israel was to have with neighboring countries. Zero! And when they did, they 
weren’t on level playing terms. They could use usury with them unless someone from that 
nationality or group of people outside of Israel committed to all the laws and rules of Israel. 
And even then, the males had to be circumcised to prove it. A little pound of flesh. So, we are 
going to follow that prophetic aspect up in the Greek here shortly, to see if that’s true and 
whether I’m a false teacher or not, Remember, false. We’ll get into all that and you should see 
the connection there. 

In addressing this 9th commandment of Father’s Household Rules, Christ states in Matthew 
19:18; never false witness. Well, some of you might be saying; it says more than that!  Oh no it 
doesn’t. That’s it in the Greek from the Inspired Words!  Never False Witness. Anything else 
pertaining to it in the KJV or NKJ Bible is added by the Protestant Translators here in Matthew. 
Two Greek words #3756 ouch, (appropriate) and #5576 pseudo + martureō. That’s a 
compounded word which is very important to understanding how these words are used in the 
Greek and in what line of thought and instruction is being given. 

Ouch #3756 is the ultimate negative which is often translated as; do not. The English word 
never expresses it much better for it does not leave a suggestion or hint of having a choice. If 
you say, do not, it sounds like a little naughty thing warning. But with Never, there’s no room to 
wiggle around it in English. Never is what the Greek is saying here. Never! 

Now for the compound word there: pseudomartureo. It’s a combination of 2 Greek words 
#5571 pseudes, plus martureo which is #3140. So, to get this Greek word for false witness 
correct as to Christ’s intent on a daily basis and on a future basis, we need to understand what 
these 2 words are when set alone and then combined. #5571 pseudēs is from #5574; untrue, 
i.e., erroneous, deceitful, wicked. The Protestant Translators use false and liar when translating 
it but using liar is an error and deceitful in itself as I’m going to show you. Vine’s tells us it only 
means false or something connected to false; like falsehood, etc. Vine’s as well as Strong’s tell 
us the same thing. It is an adjective that is used in compounded words like: false apostles, false 
brethren, false Christ, false prophet, and of course, false witness. That’s not talking about lying 
apostle, lying brethren, lying Christ, lying prophet, or lying witness. They can have that in their 
nature but that’s not what it’s talking about because this is talking about exactly what the 
Hebrew was talking about, and in the same context. 

For instance, the English word pseudo comes from this Greek word for false.  And if you don’t 
know what pseudo is, it’s used to describe things like pseudo-science or fake science. You’ve 
heard a lot about that lately in the news by the fake news casters claiming to be giving you the 
truth of the matter. Fake science, pseudo-science, phony science, false science. The English 
word means exactly what the Greek word means, and the Greek means exactly what the 
Hebrew does; all three of them, three witnesses. Please follow this closely to see if it is 
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answering a previous statement we mentioned about the intent and scope of the Hebrew for 
the 9th commandment. We’ll let the scriptures tell us whether that’s true or not shortly. 

The second part of false witness is #3140 martureō from #3144; to be a witness; i.e., testify 
literally or figuratively, give evidence, make a charge. There’s no misunderstanding what this 
word means. It’s not talking about a lie, let alone a simple lie. It’s not talking about that because 
there are lies for good and there are lies for bad. And we can get into that possibly, we’ll see. 
This is talking about a process of judgment that can affect the well-being of another. It is from 
#3144 martus. Strong’s says of it: Of uncertain affinity; a witness literally, judicially or 
figuratively, generally; by analogy a martyr. 

This is where the word martyr comes from. And, of course, a lot of you know some of this stuff. 
We’re trying to put together a whole chain of understanding here in patterns in case you 
stumble, or in case you want to add to what you already have; or if you have more, please be 
patient. So, please tell me you are seeing the pattern as we go through this as it is going to 
impact the Plan of Salvation timeline. 

If you think this is just simply about lying, please stop reading now and save the mental anguish.  
#5576 is completely tied into the pattern of the Plan of Salvation and to the Bride of Christ, thus 
Satan has done all he is allowed to do to water it down through the Protestant translation, 
which in itself is a false witness. Strong’s says #5576 pseudomartureo means: to be an untrue 
testifier offering falsehood as evidence. Thus, we have someone giving false, fake, phony 
testimony to harm his brother, friend, husband or companion. Who was Christ talking to when 
He said this as Yehovah to Native Israel and as Messiah as well? Here in Matthew, He was 
talking to a rich young Pharisee who thought he had it all and was looking for compliments 
from Christ. He didn’t get them. Who were the Pharisees? Part of His evil and adulteress wife of 
the First Marriage Covenant. On a side note, have you ever wondered why didn’t He quote the 
first 4 commandments to this young man? Why did He go with the last six? And then out of 
them, why did He use the 5th at the end as to father and mother? Why did He put it at the end? 
There’s a reason for all that, but not today. 

What did they want to do to their Husband, this evil and adulteress wife who had been 
forewarned? 

Mark 14:55-59 And the chief priests and the whole Sanhedrin sought testimony against 
Jesus, to put Him to death. And they did not find any for many bore false witness (#5576 
pseudomartureo) against Him, but their testimonies were not alike. And standing up, 
some falsely testified (#5576) against Him, saying; we heard Him saying, I will throw 
down this temple made with hands, and through three days I will build another not 
made with hands. And neither in this was their testimony alike. 

His evil and adulteress wife sought out false witnesses to bring about His murder thus breaking 
the 9th commandment (and the 6th as well) and fulfilling the prophetic side of it from when it 
was given to Native Israel. But, please notice the recorded testimony, the only one, the only 
recorded testimony of some of these false witnesses, these pseudomartureo, which is the basis 
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of the 9th commandment. They said, “He said I will throw down this temple made with hands 
and through three days I will build another not made with hands.”  That is not a lie folks but the 
absolute truth! So how could that be? They are false witnesses as defined by the 9th 
commandment. False witnessing can come with a truth. But encompassed in a desire to harm 
another. Thus, it is not a lie. 

The focus is on the intent, just like it is in murder and killing. Murder has carried killing way 
beyond what it is defined as by our Elohim. Just as false witnessing, this pseudomartureo, 
carries any lie or any bad intent to someone way beyond a lie. The implications are eternal and 
are defined as such by the Elohim not man. That is why you don’t find the Greek word for lie in 
this command after the same pattern of the Hebrew. The Greek word for lie is #5583 pseustēs. 
It is to be translated as liar, or one who lies, anything along that venue. That’s not found in the 
9th. It is not found in this command period. Or even in the way this command is described in 
scripture. 

The Elohim learned very well from Satan’s antics and devices, of which lying is just one of them. 
The ones he used to undermine Them, the Elohim, to many of the angelic members of the 
household way back before our creation. That is why the 9th commandment exists folks, and 
that is why Satan has watered it down to something that is just being naughty. We, as the bride 
of Christ, are to never give false, fake, or phony testimony as Christian martyrs. The Protestant 
translations do that in all their utterings of the actual Inspired Words to impair our growing in 
favor, acceptance, and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus the Christ. The warning that 
many are called, and few are chosen screams out to us in this. Something that’s supposed to be 
so simple, Father’s Household Rules. Satan and his messengers have had their dirty little hands 
into all of it. Paul instructs us in 2 Timothy: 

2 Timothy 2:15  Earnestly, study to show yourself approved to God, an unashamed 
workman rightly dividing the Word of Truth. 

That’s a priority for us. We can’t just depend on someone else to do it for us. It’s nice to have 
someone else helping us, but we need to do our part. We are without excuse for we have all 
the tools at our disposal to get the message correct. That’s very important! That’s laying down 
our life in so many respects as true martyrs, true witnesses. 

Some say, what about lies? That’s an entirely different subject. Yet, it can be combined with 
false witnessing just like murdering and killing can be combined as detailed earlier, but when 
they are mentioned on their own, they have their own line, their own pattern that has to be 
followed. If the Elohim combine them, which They do often, it is always to bring about a Statute 
of Judgment. What we’re supposed to use as criteria in that judgment. That’s important! 

The Bible clearly shows us there are lies unto evil and lies unto good. Abraham, Rahab, and 
David and every single one of the prominent people in scripture will tell you the same thing by 
what they have done. They weren’t breaking the 9th commandment. If they wanted to do harm 
to a brother and involve a lie to do that, that’s a bad thing. That’s a very bad thing. But these all 
lied for a good purpose at times, to bring a righteous thing into existence. That’s not bearing 
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false witness against a fellow member of the household, giving false testimony against them to 
injure them. We must never lie to bring about an unjust situation upon another. That’s simple! 
However, if we have to lie to bring about a good and just result affecting others then we are all 
in for that for we see that written in scriptures. But, never, never, never, make a false charge 
with fake evidence and phony testimony against a member of the Household of Father. 

Some have quoted Revelation 21:8 correctly. That has been brought up in the past in this 
venue so let’s just jump into that. Let’s read it out of the NKJV and then read it in the actual 
translation from the Greek words. So, let’s go to Revelation 21:8, the NKJ says: 

Revelation 21:8 But the cowardly, unbelieving, abominable, murderers, sexually 
immoral, sorcerers, idolaters, and all liars shall have their part in the lake which burns 
with fire and brimstone, which is the second death. 

Now let’s read what it actually says when correctly translated. 

But the untrustworthy (untrustworthy faithless) #571, and disgustingly detestable #948, 
and murderers, and whoremongers #4025 (not just fornicators which can include 
women when using that English word. This word here is a male defining word in the 
Greek, whoremongers, and there’s a reason that’s there), and drug poisoners #5332 
(This is not about sorcery. This is the last message given to the entirety of the 7 
churches. The timeline, the 49-day count of the Bride of the Second Marriage Covenant. 
It's not talking about sorcery! It means drug poisoners! Look at what’s happening today! 
This has come into full perspective for us to understand), and image worshipers #1496 
(Why does he have that in there, especially the emphasis at the end of the age? They 
are going to worship the image of the beast. This is all current stuff! And then it says) 
and all false, fake, phony ones, (put any one of these words you want in there) #5571 
pseudēs. That’s why ones is in there in the Greek, because they had to put that in there 
for it to become a noun. To have the perspective of being a noun when it’s almost 
always used as an adjective and in anything that has to do with the Body of Christ and 
the Plan of Salvation. And then it says) have their share in the lake of fire burning with 
fire and brimstone, which is the second death. 

We prefer to use the word fake in all these when we see that Greek word. Phony is also a good 
English term. When you use false that doesn’t always bring about the right connotation 
because that word isn’t used that much any longer in such cases. Fake is used a lot for pseudo. 
False is used sometimes, but phony is also used a lot, phony science, fake science for emphasis 
because that tells us something a little more intense in the English. 

If the intent of Revelation 21:8 was to state all liars are going into the lake of fire, the Greek 
word pseustese #5583 would have been used as some have pointed out. You know these things 
because you have taken the time to study them. If you haven’t taken the time, please do it. This 
is a basic Household Rule and it’s predicated on what Satan the devil did back during the reign 
of the angels during their time period and their qualifying timeline. Satan had many devices, but 
this is the one that our Elohim point out that we can’t do in any way whatsoever. His wife, 
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Yehovah’s wife of the First Marriage Covenant did it against Him by speaking His words 
accurately in trying to hurt Him because they couldn’t understand what He was even talking 
about. They looked at what He had said as a lie. Imagine that! 

We hope this article has been of assistance to you all. We live in an age of lying wonders and 
strong delusion enveloping the face of the earth. We need to be digging deep for the truth 
which is not available to all at this time. Be a good witness of this age for it will be called upon 
at a future date in time. 


